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I guess you could say this is the unofficial thread on unofficial ColdFusion configurations. :)
But before we get to that, I need to make this statement: I recommend running ColdFusion in a supported
configuration as specified here:
http://www.adobe.com/products/coldfusion/systemreqs
A N Y deviation from these System Requirements is strictly at your own risk! Among the risks is a lack of support
from Adobe--Adobe only supports configurations meeting the System Requirements!
Now, let me explain things a little further: the System Requirements information indicates t e s t e d and
s u p p o r t e d configurations for ColdFusion; it does n o t (at least necessarily) contain definitive information on
what configurations will run ColdFusion. That is to say, there may well be configurations not listed that will run
ColdFusion, but Adobe cannot and will not make any comments about these and again I must stress that, most
importantly, Adobe will not support such configurations.
I hope the information I have just shared is enlightening in and of itself; I think it will be because I'm regularly
asked questions on the subject, usually in the form of "will xxx work with ColdFusion." But for those questions to
which I have to answer "it is not supported, but as to whether or not it will work, I cannot say" my hope here is
that others will be able to share their experiences with these unsupported configurations. My intention is inn o
w a y to encourage the use of ColdFusion with unsupported configurations; my only desire is to help those who
choose to use such configurations knowingly and with a full understanding the implications of using such
configurations.
So...if you have a question about an unsupported ColdFusion configuration, ask away in a comment! If your
experience has been that ColdFusion either does or does not work with a certain unsupported configuration,
please note it in a comment! When commenting, please specify as much information as possible about your
configuration, certainly including your version of ColdFusion.

